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Equestrian sports and living cells imaging get support from the FIT 

Two startups from Canton of Vaud, Alogo and Viventis Microscopy, each obtained a 
seed loan from the Foundation for Technological Innovation (FIT). This type of loan 
without interest is granted to promising young companies from Western Switzerland 
that are in phase of prototyping and commercial development. The objective of the 
FIT is to support the development of innovative technological projects and startups 
tied to a university or an institute of higher education in Western Switzerland. 
 
 
Alogo Analysis, the digital revolution for equestrian sports 
Created by an international professional horse rider, David Deillon, the startup based in 
Apples is modernizing equestrian disciplines. Alogo Analysis developed a range of 
innovative products giving detailed statistics on show-jumping during competitions and 
trainings. Two products have been designed, Alogo SHOW and Alogo MOVE.  
Alogo SHOW provides live augmented content (i.e. intermediate times, % of mistakes by 
obstacles, comparison of the horse riders’ performances) in order to enhance the interest 
and comprehension of the public and fans. This product is already used by one of the most 
prestigious international equestrian competition (more than 700 international horse contests 
are organized in the world each year). 
Alogo MOVE enables riders to analyze their horse’s movements during trainings or contests 
thanks to a sensor placed on the horse. This product is currently the only accurate tool 
available in the world able to track trajectory, length, trail, speed and intensity of the horse’s 
effort during a race or a training. The seed loan provided by the FIT will help Alogo accelerate 
its market entry, a goal set for 2018.  
 
 
Useful links 

Alogo video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_eRnXVnRjYk  

Contact: David Deillon, founder & CEO Alogo Analysis | 079 364 82 99 | 
david@alogo-analysis.ch  | www.alogo-analysis.com 
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Viventis, observing living cells to better understand diseases 
The EPFL Innnovation Park based startup develops a novel microscopy system which 
enables the observation of living biological samples, also during several days. The potential 
of living biological samples imaging holds great promises. Thanks to Viventis, world 
academic scientists or industrial biomedical researchers will be able to follow the 
development of embryos or organs on petri dishes (used in microbiology for the culture and 
the observation of cells or organisms with a microscope). Access to such living organisms 
observation technology should accelerate the discovery of new development mechanisms 
as well as the understanding of how diseases conditions are born. The seed loan obtained 
by the FIT will help Viventis closing its products development.  
 
Contact: Petr Strnad, CEO | 078 846 92 21 | petr.strnad@viventis-microscopy.com | 
www.viventis-microscopy.com 
 
 
 
 
About the FIT 
Created in 1994, the Foundation for Technological Innovation has financed innovative 
technological projects and startups with 30 million Swiss francs of loans and grants, in total. 
It provided 195 loans to 161 innovative companies, out of which 150 are still in activity today. 
These companies have created 1000 jobs in total. 
Innovaud, promoting innovation in the Canton of Vaud, closely collaborates with the FIT in 
the projects’ pre-selection process, as well as by providing support to the projects’ teams. 
 
www.fondation-fit.ch  
 
Contact 
Julien Guex 
FIT Secretary General  
julien.guex@fondation-fit.ch 
021 613 36 34  
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